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ABSTRACT

The science of mental life is critical for understanding both how we function, and impairments in our functioning. However, understanding the causal mechanisms underlying mental health disorders, and developing new treatments, are challenges too great to be solved by any individual approach. There is a growing awareness that translational research – from laboratory to patient and back again to animal models – will be critical for the improved understanding and treatment of mental health disorders. The motivation and intention to pursue translational approaches is therefore strong in mental health research, but critically, opportunities for interaction between basic scientists and clinicians are relatively limited, and vary depending on the institution in which researchers are working. This has promoted the development of a “culture gap” between basic and clinical scientists that limits interaction and sharing of knowledge. Here we provide 14 examples of contemporary translational research, and call for an increased collaborative approach to mental health research that spans clinical diagnoses, levels of analysis, and bridges between basic to clinical mental health sciences – including, but not limited to, psychology and neuroscience. What is needed is an inclusive and integrated approach, bringing together scientists working all levels of enquiry with clinicians providing insight on what works (and what does not). To stimulate the much-needed innovation in therapeutic techniques, an analysis of component parts is critical. Our approach suggests simplifying complex behaviours into distinct psychological components. Asking collaboratively-driven scientific questions about dysfunction will also benefit our fundamental understanding of mental life.
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.”

Henry Ford

In putting together the meeting, “Of Mice and Mental Health: Facilitating Dialogue between Basic and Clinical Neuroscientists” at the Royal Society, we aimed not only to showcase how different approaches can be transformative in understanding and treating mental health disorders, but also to highlight areas where more discussion would produce fruitful research in both basic and clinical disciplines. The 14 papers presented in this issue by contributors to the meeting provide reviews, perspectives, and primary data showing the power of transdiagnostic, translational and backtranslational approaches to understanding mental health. Dame Professor Uta Frith has graciously put them into a wider historical and scientific context in her preface to this special issue. The interdisciplinary meeting included researchers who range from basic scientists to clinicians – yet who brought together their different methods to a shared goal. The common approach is to understand and improve treatments for mental health disorders via mental health science.

Why encourage clinicians and scientists of various disciplines to work together to better understand and improve mental health treatments? Mental health disorders now account for more than 15% of the disease burden in developed countries, more than all forms of cancer. Even our best mental health treatments demand improvement – for example to increase the proportion of patients who achieve a clinically meaningful reduction in symptoms or full remission [1]. Mental health science has an important role to play in improving treatments of all types, whether psychological, pharmacological or their combination [2, 3].

Basic and clinical scientists pioneering research into mental health disorders have much to learn from each other, but critically, opportunities for interaction are limited and vary depending on the institution in which researchers are working. A culture gap means both sides are often unaware of what the other is doing, which limits interaction and sharing of knowledge. An aim of
this meeting, “Of Mice and Mental Health”, was to facilitate dialogue – ultimately to aid in the
development of translational models for mental health. As illustrated on the cover of this special
issue and in Figure 1 below, there is a need for our salons of discussion to more closely intersect.
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Figure 1. Abigail Reynolds ‘Mirror Benrath’. Image courtesy of the artist.’

Our hope is that asking collaboratively-driven scientific questions about dysfunction will
also benefit our fundamental understanding of the fascinating science of mental life. As scientists,
we explore the biological and physical sciences, from the planet earth and animals, to space and
numbers - psychology is still a relatively young science and we have an expanse of knowledge to
be gained ahead about the functioning of our own minds. Psychology has had a long tradition of
understanding mental life through studies of dysfunction as well as function, and of studying both
human and non-human animals. The papers in this Issue explore both.

We start with an elegant example of how behavioural work with non-human animals has
led to one of the most efficacious treatments we have to date for anxiety disorders. Anxiety
disorders comprise a group of mental health disorders including specific phobias and panic
disorder. They are typically characterised by intense emotional states of anxiety (about future
events) or fear (about current events) and associated psychophysiological responses (e.g.
increased heart rate) which together impair an individual’s functioning [4]. Craske and colleagues
[5] review how discoveries in fundamental animal learning theory led to major advances in the
treatment of anxiety disorders in the middle part of the 20th century. This close relationship
between the basic study of pavlovian extinction learning and the development of cue exposure
therapy has continued over an extended period of time, with progressive refinements – with many
examples by Craske herself – enhancing and optimising the efficacy of treatment for anxiety disorders based on fundamental learning principles. Cue exposure therapy can be considered as an outstanding example of the fruitfulness of translating animal behavioural research for human patients. Psychological treatments incorporating variations of exposure therapy have a strong clinical evidence base for patients. This success is the result of clinical and basic scientists in close communication - taking observations concerning clinical need, testing and refining procedures to improve anxiety within this theoretical framework and by using experimental models, while applying results to benefit patients.

This translation should not be one way, however. It is also critically important to backtranslate clinical findings into animal models to ensure that, when basic scientists claim that they are studying a phenomenon of clinical relevance, they really are answering the right question. As described by Monfils and colleagues [6], although pavlovian fear conditioning in rats has been a very useful model of some aspects of anxiety disorders in humans, what has tended to be measured in animal studies is a reduction in fear produced by particular interventions. However, the clinically relevant behavioural outcome in patients is not necessarily any reduction in fear; rather, clinicians would consider a treatment successful when a patient is functionally healthy – i.e. they behave no differently to individuals without the disorder. These are subtly different, but important, criteria for recovery. What Monfils and colleagues elegantly provide here is an example of how a more clinically-oriented approach can be applied to basic behavioural data, to allow ‘remission’ from conditioned fear to be identified in animals, and also to account for individual differences in treatment response. This illustrates how even highly successful animal models can benefit from a reappraisal of assumptions – ensuring that we are asking the right questions - on a regular basis.

Another area in which there has been productive dialogue between basic and clinical mental health researchers has been in the fields of memory consolidation and reconsolidation. Since its rediscovery in 2000 [7], reconsolidation – the process by which memories become
destabilised under certain conditions of retrieval, and require the recruitment of specific neurochemical and molecular ‘restabilisation’ mechanisms in order to persist in the brain—has been promoted by basic researchers as a potential target for treating mental health disorders, including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and drug addiction. While the phenomenon holds promise—and has been used to inform small-scale, experimental medicine studies with both patients with PTSD [8] and patients with substance use disorder (addiction) [9]—there are inevitably challenges and subtleties in translating rodent research to the clinic. One challenge is that some aspects of mental health disorders—such as the experience of involuntary intrusive memories of a traumatic experience, or ‘flashbacks’ in post-traumatic stress—may not be readily amenable to study in rodents. However, as described by Visser and colleagues [10], inspiration from the basic literature does not always need to rely on directly analogous processes in the form of trauma memory expression, and it is possible to develop procedures for humans based on fundamental psychological principles taken from both rodents and humans, i.e. to use theory-driven innovations in treatment. For example, informed in part by memory reconsolidation work in animals, a behavioural method (task interference after a memory reactivation task) was derived to reduce the frequency of intrusive memories of experimental trauma in humans [11]. A second example, informed in part by memory consolidation theory, uses an earlier time window during which memory is assumed to be malleable. Here a behavioural method (computer task after a reminder cue) was tested with patients after a real trauma in a hospital [12, 13] within the first few hours after trauma. Both lines of enquiry are as yet early and further work is needed.

In such ways, combining ideas from rodent behavioural neuroscience and cognitive psychology, it is possible to design new interventions for use in humans that are yet to be backtranslated into animals. However, even when the same psychological process is targeted in animals and humans—e.g., a pavlovian fear memory—the translation of this from healthy human populations to the clinic presents its own challenges, as described by Kindt [14]. Even though she has seen remarkable treatment outcomes from applying reconsolidation-based
therapies to patients with anxiety disorders [see ref. 15 for her groundbreaking work on phobia], she relates the challenges that are associated with getting old, pathological memories to reconsolidate in the clinic. Combining insights from the basic literature with clinical experience allows some of these challenges to be overcome; and for those aspects of treatment that are still problematic, careful backtranslation into animals should allow more parametric studies to be conducted, revealing the methods that would be most promising in clinical practice, and helping to delineate precise mechanisms underlying effects.

The importance of psychological principles, translation and backtranslation is also relevant to the more fundamental understanding of memory. As discussed by Albo and Gräff [16], the study of memory has been heavily influenced by research with patients – most notably, a patient called Henry Molaison (known by his initials, HM, until his death in 2008) who was diagnosed with amnesia after medial temporal lobe damage. This work, conducted over decades by Brenda Milner, Suzanne Corkin and colleagues, has led to the development of our key psychological theories regarding the nature of remote memory. Albo and Gräff describe how these patient-derived observations can be complemented by cutting-edge molecular neuroscience techniques to provide further levels of insight into the nature of remote memory. This fundamental, basic research informs new understanding of long-term memory, regardless of any potential clinical impact, emphasising the importance of translation and backtranslation even if there are no immediately obvious therapeutic implications (though of course it may lead to benefit ultimately). Basic research without doubt has its own value, independent of clinical impact. However, at the same time, it may be that advances in basic understanding one day provide new avenues for clinical research. Familiarity and reference to both the basic and clinical literature should not be limited to those who feel that they are conducting ‘translational’ research. Psychology and neuroscience remain relatively young fields in the greater scheme of science, and we need the best research at all levels. Psychology - the science of mental life - has benefited from a long tradition of understanding function through dysfunction. Thus basic science-informed questions
can benefit from an improved dialogue with clinical scientists. And clinical questions benefit from understanding more fundamental issues. Translation per sed does not have to involve only a middle zone – pioneering translation of the future may well benefit from input from both extremes of clinical to basic perspectives.

The importance of understanding psychological processes and of developing analogue behavioural tasks to model mental disorders is a key message from the review from Everitt and colleagues [17]. Substance abuse disorder [4], or drug addiction, is the result of a number of dysfunctional psychological processes, some of which predate drug use and others which are the result of drug toxicity. Whilst it is possible to encapsulate many of these within a single behavioural model – for example, the ‘3-criteria’ or ‘resistance to punishment’ models [18, 19] – insights into fundamental changes in psychological processing often do not require these ‘full’ models of drug addiction. One of the key values of animal models lies in their simplification of complex phenomena into underlying components that can be more readily understood [20]. This is not necessarily the limitation that it might at first seem: ‘deconstruction’ of complex behaviour can subsequently be reconstructed into more translationally-relevant models, as required. Everitt and colleagues [17] discuss the ways in which animal models of specific psychological dysfunction in drug addiction have led to better understanding of the neural circuitry underlying the disorder (through causal manipulations that are simply not possible in humans) and to the identification of potential avenues for treatment.

This close attention to translation of psychological processes is mirrored by the focus on backtranslation in the work of Goldstein and colleagues [21]. Focusing on different but complementary aspects of dysfunctional psychological processing in drug addiction – those of response inhibition and salience attribution – they highlight the conservation of dysfunction in the thalamic circuitry in addicted patients and animal models of the disorder, providing future directions for future human and animal translational research.
A core psychological dysfunction in addiction – compulsive behaviour – is also seen in other mental health disorders, such as compulsive eating, and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). As reviewed by Cottone and colleagues [22], there is significant overlap in the neuropharmacological mechanisms underlying drug addiction and compulsive eating, indicating the potential therapeutic value of studying underlying psychological processes that may be transdiagnostic across disorders. Although the concept of ‘food addiction’ is controversial, there may be pharmacological, psychological, or combined treatments that can be administered to patients whether their maladaptive consumption is of drugs or food. This transdiagnostic approach is also supported by the work of Ahmari and colleagues [23], in which they demonstrate that an animal analogue of compulsive grooming in OCD, the SAPAP3 knockout mouse (in which the gene for the post-synaptic density protein SAPAP3, strongly expressed in excitatory synapses of the striatum, is not functional) shows monoaminergic changes in the post-mortem brain that are analogous to those observed in OCD patients. In addition to providing insight into the mechanisms by which monoaminergic medications work both in patients and the model, this neurochemical research indicates the complex interplay of different neurobiological circuits supporting psychological processes. Ahmari and colleagues conclude by providing future directions for animal research, taking advantage of circuit-selective, neuronal-selective and temporally-specific optogenetic technology to map the neurobiological underpinnings of compulsive behaviour.

Some readers may be sceptical of the utility of animal models for disorders in which subjective states are a key diagnostic criterion. Indeed, it is true that animals may be induced to seek and take drugs compulsively through the profound chemical effects that these substances inflict on the nervous system, but is it really possible to model mood states such as anhedonia and dysphoria in non-human animals? Perhaps our ‘models’ of disorders like major depressive disorder (MDD) are limited to those with predictive validity for the effects of antidepressants, such as the forced swim test? The elegant translational research and theorising of Robinson and colleagues
[24] should reassure the sceptical reader. By examining the effect of more subjective processes on psychological functioning that can be readily assessed in animals – such as memory and decision-making – they have produced validated behavioural tasks that model psychological dysfunction in mood disorders like MDD. Furthermore, in doing so they have highlighted how MDD develops from a set of conserved neuropsychological processes that become dysfunctional, despite the numerous biological causes that contribute to the disorder.

The value of this approach is clear from the research reported by Harmer and colleagues [25], who demonstrate that the use of a translational probabilistic response bias task within a wider test battery, assessing other emotional and cognitive deficits in patients with MDD, can reveal subtle deficits in reward processing that appear to be orthogonal to other dysfunctional psychological processes. Furthermore, they use this more selective psychological assessment to reveal an intriguing time course of the antidepressant action of bupropion, providing valuable information for subsequent clinical trials of this drug.

The challenges of translational research are perhaps most striking when considering disorders such as schizophrenia, where it seems difficult – though perhaps not impossible – to imagine how the aberrant psychological processing that gives rise to hallucinations and delusions could be modelled in non-human animals. This question is tackled directly by Canetta and Kellendonk [26], who assert that the historical limitations of animal models of mental health disorders in providing treatment leads has arisen because of a focus on developing models with face validity of behavioural symptoms, rather than models with construct validity of the underlying neurobiological differences contributing to altered psychological processing. By modelling potential causes of schizophrenia – genetic and environmental, including early-life experiences – and measuring specific psychological processes, such as working memory, that have been shown to be impaired in patients with schizophrenia using translational tasks, it is possible to use the array of circuit-mapping and causal manipulations in rodents to provide insight into the clinical condition. St Clair and Johnstone [27] review the advantages of taking this modelling
further, to the level of stem cells and brain organoids, to identify potential treatments for schizophrenia and autism at the pharmacological and molecular levels.

The potential impact of translational research is transformative, but the challenges facing it are far from trivial, argues Hyman [28]. Mental health disorders are inarguably complex and heterogeneous. Hyman takes a genetic perspective, arguing that many different genes contribute in a small way to the development of abnormal psychological function. It is possible to model specific genetic variants in mutant mice but, as noted by Hyman, the use of models to simplify disorders may also limit their generalisability. He argues for a map, by which multiple genetic variants might be associated with the risk of a specific mental health disorder in large human populations, and models generated that allow for the combinatorial effects of these genes to be assessed. He is sceptical that this will be in mouse models, instead favouring a “brain organoid” approach.

We agree with Hyman’s assertion that mental health disorders are complex and heterogeneous, and that individual animal models should not be ‘reified’ as fully encapsulating a mental health disorder. We need to be honest about what our favoured models really are, and are not, modelling. Furthermore, we would argue that our diagnostic system for mental disorders and the way we define them may impede research progress: we need to be open to the thought that our diagnostic criteria for specific disorders are fluid and evolving, and that alterations in psychological processes do not necessarily respect today’s diagnostic boundaries. However, we have a different – and perhaps more optimistic – perspective on the problem than Hyman. We too think that a combinatorial, deconstructive then reconstructive approach will be fruitful in understanding mental health disorders – but we would promote strongly the notion that modelling should go beyond genetics. Genetics alone is not enough to be the key determinant of mental health. Indeed, modelling should go beyond any one subdiscipline of neuroscience; the questions are too great and span too many different levels of analysis to be solved only by neurogeneticists, or behavioural neuroscientists, or psychologists alone. What is needed is an
inclusive and integrated approach, bringing together scientists working on basic genetic, molecular, neurochemical, anatomical and behavioural levels with clinicians and patients on the frontline, providing insight on what is, and is not, most useful, effective and acceptable for particular groups of patients, and describing alterations in psychological processing in terms that are readily backtranslatable.

There is a way forward for understanding mental health disorders, and critically for understanding them in a way that we can improve treatment. We need both top-down and bottom-up approaches if we are to get a full picture of mental health and its driving mechanisms. We would suggest that psychology can act as a bridge between these approaches. As the final common output of essentially all mental activity is behaviour in some form or another, we can organise our thinking on basic psychological processing, how it generates behaviour, and how top-down and bottom-up mechanisms modulate this behaviour.

Our approach suggests that this will likely mean simplifying complex behaviours into distinct psychological components so that they can be studied in isolation, or designing behavioural tasks that allow factorial analysis of different psychological components. These tasks should be translatable between animals and humans, and ideally would be transdiagnostic. They will not model a mental health disorder in its entirety – but simplification can be a virtue. Understanding the psychological routes to a specific behaviour will allow us to identify the neuronal circuits contributing to those psychological processes, in turn facilitating approaches focusing on specific neuron types, and molecular and genetic approaches. We need to study mechanisms at all levels from the behavioural and social to the molecular and cellular.

Psychological processes can also be studied in patient populations – including across disorder types – and healthy individuals. The power of this approach is illustrated by work from Gillan and Robbins [29], in which large numbers of participants – a sample size potentially amenable to complementary genetic approaches – were recruited online to complete DSM-
inspired [4] questionnaires assessing whether they had a mental health disorder, and behavioural
tasks inspired by basic animal learning theory. This study identified three psychological processes
that could account for behavioural performance across a range of tasks, and showed that the
propensity of participants to develop habit-based associations was more predictive of obsessive-
compulsive symptom severity than the DSM questionnaires. Coupled with information from
animal behavioural studies, including genetic models, this gives potential for major insights into
the development of compulsion in obsessive-compulsive disorder – and potentially
transdiagnostically for other disorders with an element of compulsion.

To conclude, we are of the opinion that the greatest advances in understanding mental
health disorders will be made by the collaboration of scientists from many different fields,
spanning levels of analysis, clinicians to basic scientists, all seeking common threads of research
and speaking the same language. It is critical that basic scientists better understand current
treatments and know which questions are important now. It is critical that clinical scientists
understand fundamental insights and harvest benefits. The call for improved dialogue in research
is being heard across mental health treatment modalities including pharmacological treatments
[2] and psychological treatments [3]. What is needed is an inclusive and integrated approach,
bringing together scientists working across all levels of enquiry with clinicians, providing insight
on what works (and what does not) with patients, and describing alterations in psychological
processing in terms that are readily backtranslatable.

To stimulate the much-needed innovation in therapeutic techniques, an analysis of
component parts is critical. Our approach suggests simplifying complex behaviours into distinct
psychological components so that they can be studied in isolation. We have argued that one of
the key values of animal models lies in their simplification of complex phenomena into underlying
components that can be more readily understood. The use of animal models in the 20th century
contributed to innovations such as exposure therapy which provide among the most effective
treatments for anxiety disorders we have to date. We do not just need new treatments per se but
ones that are more scalable to meet the global mental health need. Simplicity may also be an asset not only for understanding mechanisms of action, but for delivering treatments at scale. The papers in this issue illustrate the power of translational approaches and highlight some of the challenges to be overcome. We also hope that this collection of papers illustrates the value of engaging with literature outside of our own immediate fields – seeing further in the pursuit of an improved scientific understanding of mental health.
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